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STRENGTHENING
COMPLIANCE AND
MITIGATING LIABILITY
FOR MEDICAL DEVICE
MANUFACTURERS
THE OPPORTUNITY
Tracking Precisely How Data is Captured,
Used and Secured Over the Data Lifecycle
Within the medical device industry, two obvious examples come to mind illustrating the
importance of data chain of custody. First, given the sensitive nature of personal health data,
protecting patient privacy is of critical importance. Second, to save human lives and
reduce product liability risks , the data associated with a device not performing as designed
must be traceable across that device’s lifespan in a timely and rigorous manner.

DATA CHAIN OF CUSTODY

is Essential to Medical Device Manufacturers
In 2019, data
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healthcare industry
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In the last three years, a
data breach was experienced by
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By 2026, the
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industry is expected to
grow an estimated
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Since 2016, the amount
of data healthcare
organizations manage
has increased by
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ESTABLISHING YOUR
DATA CHAIN OF CUSTODY

70%

200

of the top 100 global
manufacturers run on Cloudera

of the world’s leading manufacturing
companies rely on Cloudera

Cloudera’s real-time streaming analytics platform helps medical device manufacturers easily
capture, combine, secure, and drive insights on data feeds from device sensors, bio-monitors,
and other connected IoT devices. Our solutions enable medical device manufacturers to comply
with health and data regulations, protecting patients’ health and privacy while mitigating
potential liabilities.

In other words, Cloudera can help turn challenges into
opportunities and risks into rewards.
Click here for more information on
the importance of establishing a strong
Data Chain of Custody.
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